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Abstract

The Intermon project aims to enhance inter-domain traf-
fic analysis in large scale Internet infrastructures. An im-
portant part of the system is a set of simulators especially
designed for inter-domain scenarios based on measure-
ments from the real network. Simulation results are ana-
lyzed using the built-in visual data mining system. This pa-
per presents the architecture enabling the interaction user,
measurement tools, simulators and visualization compo-
nents in a widely distributed environment. It also focuses
on the issues that arise when building a system that is dis-
tributed over most of Europe.

1 Introduction

The aim of the Intermon project is to enhance inter-
domain QoS and traffic analysis in large-scale, multi-
domain Internet infrastructures. To this purpose the In-
termon project defines, designs and implements a scalable
architecture to provide both telecom operators and corpo-
rate users with a set of services that—in an automated
fashion—collect, process and present information about
network status (i.e. network topology, traffic and Quality
of Service) and SLA fulfillment in both intra-domain and
inter-domain scenarios. By using visual data mining tech-
niques Intermon users can easily and efficiently access the
information they need. The core of the Intermon architec-
ture is a large, distributed information base which collects
data provided by both measurement tools and analytical
models.

A crucial part of Intermon is a set of network simulators
that can be used to simulate the impact of certain changes
to the network monitored by Intermon. Simulation scenar-
ios are based on measurement data provided by other tools
in the Intermon architecture and automatically converted to

simulator-specific scenarios. The reason for choosing a set
of simulators instead of implementing only a single one is
that each simulation approach has its strengths in different
aspects of network simulation. Integrating multiple simu-
lators enables the user to choose the simulator best suited
for his specific needs.

The common basis for all these modeling and simulation
approaches is the inter-domain point of view. Traditional
simulation approaches try to model the network as exactly
as possible, making simulation scenarios of inter-domain
networks virtually impossible due to scalability problems.
Choosing a suitable abstraction reduces these scalability
problems and enables the simulation of large scale inter-
domain scenarios, at the cost of reduced accuracy. To pro-
vide high usability, all simulators use a common graphical
user interface. Topology and measurement data collected
by other tools and components of the Intermon system can
be extracted from the database and presented using 3D vi-
sualization techniques. Depending on the choice of simu-
lator the user is then able to interactively change a set of
parameters of the simulation scenario.

As Intermon is a distributed system, components like
simulators may be located on several independent comput-
ers, which requires well-defined protocols and an appropri-
ate infrastructure. The infrastructure is provided by a Vir-
tual Private Network, which connects almost all Intermon
partner locations. The VPN simplifies communication is-
sues within the distributed system, and can also provide a
high degree of security by using encrypted tunnels between
the Intermon sites.

In a typical use case the user sends simulation requests
through the graphical user interface and over a central en-
tity (the global controller) to the simulator. After the simu-
lation task has finished the results are returned and can then
be examined using the highly configurable visual data min-
ing (VDM) toolkit. Since the messages are persistent the
results can always be referred to later.



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview of the Intermon architecture
and especially the simulator integration, while Section 3
concentrates on infrastructural issues. Sections 4 and 5 go
into more detail about the simulator infrastructure and the
visual data mining component, respectively. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 summarizes the paper.

2 Architecture

2.1 Overview

The Intermon toolkit architecture integrates a set of
tools for structure discovery of inter-domain topology, as
well as measurement, modeling, simulation and visual data
mining of inter-domain traffic (Fig. 1). It has been de-
veloped using the Java programming language, and imple-
mented as a distributed framework composed of the follow-
ing main architectural components:

A Global Controller (GC), which is unique within a
given Internet Autonomous System (AS); it accepts
user requests and implements the Intermon services
in collaboration with the other Intermon architec-
ture components. The user-GC interaction aspect of
the global controller is implemented using message
driven beans, a J2EE enterprise bean type that acts on
the receipt of messages, filtered by message proper-
ties.

Tool Managers (TMs), responsible for translating a task
description coming from the GC into a tool specific
input, and for adapting the tool output to the Intermon
database structure.

Tool Wrappers (not shown in Fig. 1) to add support for
remote control and data collection for an existing tool
according to a common tool usage protocol.

The distributed nature of the Intermon architecture,
coupled with the long-term nature of many inter-domain
monitoring requests, calls for a flexible, scalable, and
asynchronous communications structure: this is achieved
through the use of the Java Messaging Service (JMS)
API, which is a specification published by Sun Microsys-
tems defining a set of programming interfaces by which
Java programs can access message-oriented middleware.
JBossMQ was chosen as the JMS system for the Intermon
implementation. The messaging model used is of the pub-
lish/subscribe type, where the applications or components
address messages to a topic object, which is responsible
for distributing messages received from a publisher to all
active subscribers.

Because of the great number of tools, modules and in-
terfaces in the project an important focus was the definition
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Figure 1. A global view of the Intermon archi-
tecture

of data formats. In the Intermon project the use of XML as
a basis for data formats is mandated.

The architectural components described above rely on
a large, distributed information base, which collects data
provided by both measurement tools and analytical mod-
els. The database access uses Java Data Base Connectiv-
ity (JDBC) methods to store results and query the MySQL
database.

From the user’s perspective, the available tasks, com-
mands and configurations for all the tools in Intermon are
accessible through a menu-based Graphical User Interface
(GUI).

2.2 Modeling and Simulation Toolkit

As a part of the Intermon framework the modeling and
simulation toolkit makes use of the main architecture com-
ponents GUI and Global Controller (GC). To integrate the
simulation software into the the system, simulation-specific
tool managers have been designed. Fig. 2 shows the mod-
ules of the Intermon architecture that are involved in the
task of modeling and simulation.

A customized GUI interface helps the user to build sim-
ulation scenarios and to select, configure, start and con-
trol the appropriate simulator to evaluate them. Once the
simulation request has been submitted the communication
process invokes the GC functions that handle the forward-
ing of simulation requests to the targeted simulation man-
ager. These functions may check and/or modify the re-
quest messages and also access the database to fetch addi-
tional information for the specific simulator. The message
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Figure 2. Intermon modules involved in mod-
eling and simulation

is then passed to the manager and wrapper modules that are
in charge of triggering the simulation.

When a simulation has finished the manager sends a
message via the GC to the GUI with information about the
location of the results (either transferred to the DB or stored
in a remote repository) and possibly a summary of the sim-
ulation outputs.

The user can then request further analysis (e.g. statisti-
cal functions) to be applied to the results. This often in-
volves the preparation of images from the processed data
sets, which is the task of the Visual Data Mining (VDM)
toolkit. In that case a visualization request is issued to the
GC, referring to the results of the specific simulation task
and passed to the VDM component.

3 Infrastructure

The Intermon architecture has been designed to allow
for a highly distributed system. Measurements, data stor-
age, simulation and visualization can all be hosted on indi-
vidual systems and then communicate by means of a global
controller (GC). On the inter-organizational level even GCs
may communicate and exchange data. This ability to dis-
tribute tasks over the network to servers at several different
organizations also implies that a significant part of commu-
nication between the systems must go through the Internet,
which may cause security problems. Measurement data of
internal networks are considered sensitive data by ISPs and
should not be sent in clear text over public networks. Fur-
thermore, most organizations have firewall routers installed
to protect their intranets, making communication using the
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Java Messaging System that is required by the global con-
troller difficult. This is due to the very dynamic behavior of
JMS, which makes configuring the firewall a complicated
endeavor.

We have designed a connectivity solution based on a vir-
tual network to finally solve this problem. This solution
uses IPIP tunnels (IP protocol 4, also know as IPencap)
to encapsule packets exchanged between the organizations’
local networks. The advantage of IPIP is the available sup-
port for it. It is supported on Windows 2000 Server, Linux,
the various BSDs, MacOS X, and others. By performing
the tunneling on the network layer firewall configurations
are simplified to a minimum.

Without such a setup we would have to insert a lot of
rules into the firewall configurations in order to allow the
GC messages to pass. Furthermore, any additional services
would require further changes to the configuration. With
IPIP tunnels these rules can be reduced to a single one that
allows protocol 4 packets to pass. Thus, protocol types and
ports are not an issue anymore. Although there is no en-
cryption the step to a full VPN is small one since the IPIP
tunnels are easily replaceable by IPSEC tunnels or applica-
tion layer VPN software like OpenVPN, for example. Note
that the communication between GCs will require a AAA
architecture, which is outside the scope of this paper.

The virtual network has a star topology to concentrate
complexity at a single node and thus to make firewall and
end system configuration in the single organizations sim-
ple. Figure 3 shows this network setup with two example
remote sites (University of Bern and CINI). We used the
(B-sized) network 10.27.0.0/16 as address space, assigned
each site a C-sized subnetwork. Each subnet is connected
to T-Systems Berlin (where the GC is located) via a tunnel



with the endpoints 10.27.x.1 in the subnet and 10.27.1.x on
jt-ext (for Bernx = 2).

To enable communication with the virtual network, each
partner organization needs to configure a computer in their
LAN to be a tunnel endpoint towards Berlin and to be a sec-
ondary gateway towards the other computers in the LAN.
On UNIX alike systems this is usually done by invoking
iptunnel to configure an IPIP tunnel. Alternatively,
OpenVPN can be used to set up an encrypted tunnel over
UDP using a single ports on both endpoints.1 Then, any
other computers in the LAN need secondary addresses—
preferably 10.27.x.10, 10.27.x.11 and so forth—and two
additional routing table entries: One to the secondary lo-
cal network 10.27.x.10/24 (usually automatically config-
ured by the operating system), and one to the tunnel end-
point for any other addresses in the Intermon VPN (i.e. in
10.27.0.0/16). The configuration can also be done with-
out using secondary addresses and gateways, but doing so
breaks any other network connectivity of these computers.
Experience shows that problems with secondary addresses
only arise on Windows systems where DHCP is used to
configure the primary network interface. In such cases,
adding an additional address and gateway appears to be im-
possible.

A small fraction of the Intermon servers and clients
could not be connected to the VPN, for technical or politi-
cal reasons. If the services in question can be restricted to a
small number of ports, network address translation (NAT)
on the central hub can be used to solve the problem.

4 The Simulation Framework

The Intermon architecture includes four modeling and
simulation approaches, each specialized on estimating and
predicting certain aspects of network behavior. This en-
ables the user to perform network planning tasks and what-
if analysis, in addition to examining the status quo of the
monitored network. This section gives an overview of the
available modeling and simulation approaches and presents
their integration into the architecture.

4.1 Available Simulators

4.1.1 Hybrid NS-2

The hybrid simulation module [1] combines packet-based
simulation of ns-2 with analytical models by using a hot-
plug mechanism, which extends ns-2 nodes using modules
that behave like whole networks (e.g. autonomous sys-
tems). This abstraction allows the user to simulate large
scale topologies in a fraction of the time a full scale packet-
based simulation would take.

1Recent versions of OpenVPN even support tunneling over TCP.

The analytical multi-domain model is based on the as-
sumption that, at a given time, the Internet can be divided
into areas where congestion is negligible, interconnected
by bottleneck links. Congestion free areas are treated as
black boxes and called domain models. Packet loss and
delay caused by excessive queues, occurring on the bottle-
neck links, are modeled by inter-domain link models. Cre-
ating models for congestion free areas has the advantage
that the simulation of packet losses and excessive queu-
ing can be restricted to a small part of a simulation sce-
nario (the inter-domain link models), thus greatly reducing
the complexity of the domain models. In fact it is suffi-
cient to model domains using quasi-static delay distribu-
tions. Apart from its scalability advantage this approach
may be useful to model network areas of which we do not
know the exact topology.

Suggested application areas for the hybrid simula-
tor include end-to-end QoS evaluation of single flows—
simulated using traditional packet-based models—over a
complex backbone network, or the effect of changes in a
backbone network (e.g. addition/removal of links, capacity
changes, big changes of network load due to new SLAs,
etc.) on flows traversing the domain.

4.1.2 RTC-FSIM

The Rate and Time Continuous Fluid Simulation (RTC-
FSIM) is a novel modeling approach developed within In-
termon [2, 3]. It is aimed at inter-domain scenarios that are
characterized by large topologies and a high degree of traf-
fic aggregation. In order to avoid the scalability problems
of packet-based simulations, the RTC-FSIM model uses a
fluid flow abstraction where traffic is modeled as chunks of
fluid flows. In classical fluid flow simulators the individ-
ual packet arrivals are aggregated to flow arrival /departure
events that trigger the event based simulator. However, as
has been shown in [4] the so called “ripple-effect” can lead
to an explosion of simulation events such that the event rate
is even higher than in equivalent packet based simulations.

In the RTC-FSIM model, a transition from a discrete
load process to a continuous fluid process is made. To
keep the most important process characteristics—mean,
variance, and autocorrelation—the continuous fluid pro-
cess is derived from the discrete fluid process by a newly
developed iterative algorithm. With this abstraction inter-
domain links become continuous queuing systems and the
dynamic relations between incoming fluid-traffic, service
link rate, buffer occupation, loss rate, etc. are described by
differential equations. RTC-FSIM can be tightly integrated
with the evolving IPFIX standard to implement measure-
ment based simulations.

The performance of the RTC-FSIM simulator, which is
currently implemented in a Matlab/Simulink environment,



does not suffer from the ripple-effect but mostly depends
on the performance of the differential equation solver.

RTC-FSIM is very well suited for measurement based
simulations. It is particularly useful in very large scale
inter-domain scenarios as the simulation speed is indepen-
dent of the link speed and the amount of aggregated traffic.
Additionally, accuracy can be traded against performance
by adjusting the sampling interval for the differential equa-
tion solver. On the basis of the measured traffic the de-
lay performance can be evaluated for scenarios like the re-
moval of links, rerouting, change of capacity, additional
load.

4.1.3 Inter-IP

The INTER-IP tool evaluates the delay performance for
a traffic relation (i.e. a flow identified by the source and
destination IP address and the service class on which it
is mapped) that crosses multiple domains. Two differ-
ent types of service class are supported: one strict prior-
ity class and up to five classes serviced in a round-robin
way (this model is similar to the MDRR scheduling dis-
cipline implemented on Cisco giga-routers [5]). For the
traffic mapped onto the strict priority class the tool evalu-
ates the mean packet delay, whereas for the traffic mapped
onto the classes serviced in the round-robin way the mean
volume transfer delay is computed. Two different parame-
ters are used because each one is more effective than the
other for describing the user perception of two different
types of application. For delay-sensitive applications like
Voice-Over-IP or interactive applications the packet delay
is the relevant performance parameter. On the other hand,
for applications based on large volume transfer, usually us-
ing TCP, the relevant parameter is the throughput obtained,
or the volume transfer delay.

The delay calculation is totally analytical and based on
a proprietary queuing model for the links. The formula re-
solving this model is in closed form. This allows for near
real-time performance evaluation and suggests using this
tool when rapid comparison of different alternatives (e.g.
routing alternatives for a flow) has to be performed. An-
other possible application is the preliminary study of a sce-
nario that we want to simulate with the much more time and
resource consuming simulation tools, in which we skim off
the most interesting simulation cases that would not be eas-
ily identifiable “a priori.”

4.1.4 TSSIM

The Time Series Simulator (TSSIM) is an efficient inter-
domain simulator, which works on the time series of ag-
gregated traffic data, and evaluates the QoS state of the
network in terms of throughput, drops, delay and jitter [6].
Since the simulator is based on aggregate load information,

the simulated QoS values represent an average for the traf-
fic as a whole. The simulated network consists of network
domains. Each domain is represented by its border routers,
which process the time series that represents the input traf-
fic and produce output time series that are forwarded to the
successive border routers in the same or neighboring do-
mains. On the domain level the simulator assumes that the
input traffic from and the output traffic to a given domain
have no effect on each other. A border router uses an in-
put model and an output model, which can be one of the
following:

NullModel: This model simply copies the input to the out-
put introducing only a static delay and distributing the
output among the neighbors. This model is primarily
used as input model since the inside of a domain is
supposed to be ideal except a static mean delay.

LeakyBucket: This models a simple FIFO queue with
limited server capacity and queue length. It handles
aggregate load information and produces throughput,
drop, delay and jitter state information (the latter two
at low accuracy).

Class4LeakyBucket: This models the same queue as the
LeakyBucket model but handles aggregate and packet
level load information, too. It produces the same QoS
state as the LeakyBucket model but at a higher accu-
racy.

Utilizing these models, TSSIM can be used to analyze the
effects of adding or rerouting traffic in the network.

4.2 Creation of Simulation Jobs

The Intermon toolkit provides a GUI for the specifica-
tion of a simulation request. The GUI consists of four tabs
whereby the content of one tab depends on the type of sim-
ulation tool chosen.

In the first tab named “Common parameters” (see
Fig. 4(a)) the user selects the simulation tool to be used
among the four alternatives integrated into Intermon. Pa-
rameters like a name, description, comment, and starting
time for the simulation can also be entered.

The second tab named “Specific parameters” (see
Fig. 4(b)) gives the user the opportunity to set the config-
urable parameters of the simulation tool selected in the pre-
vious step. The content of this tab is dynamically adapted
according to the type of simulator chosen. As an example,
the RTC-FSIM simulators allows the choice of a sampling
interval for the solver of the differential equations.

In the third tab named “Topology Chooser” (see
Fig. 5(a)) the user selects the base topology of the simu-
lation from a list of topologies that have been created be-
fore. The topologies are typically produced by Intermon’s



(a) “Common Parameters” tab (b) “Specific Parameters” tab

Figure 4. Screenshots of the simulator GUI

InterRoute tool, which analyses BGP messages to detect
the topology around itself. When a list entry is selected
a 3D visualization of the topology is shown immediately.
Depending on the simulation tool selected in the first tab,
the user can now apply certain changes. Examples for
such changes are: removal of a link to simulate the effect
of rerouting, increasing/decreasing the capacity of a link,
or installing an additional link. The user is provided with
these configuration possibilities in the form of simulator
specific pop-up dialogs (see Fig. 5(b)).

When the specification of the simulation request is fin-
ished the user presses the “Start Simulation” button on the
first tab to submit the simulation job. Thereupon the GUI
transforms the user input into an simulation request mes-
sage, which is a XML document. The message consists of
three main sections:

Topology information: The topology is represented as a
<BGPTopologyTree> that is used in many places
within the Intermon toolkit. It is normally produced
by InterRoute and describes the Autonomous Systems
and their connections.

User applied changes:All changes that the user has ap-
plied in the GUI are stored in a<changes> section
which consists of one or more<actions> that de-
scribe the modification. An exemplary<changes>
section that contains a single user modification (a link
removal) is shown in Fig. 6.

Simulator specific parameters: Each simulation ap-

<changes>
<action type="remove">

<object type="Link">
<Link>

<EndPoint type="AS">2000</EndPoint>
<EndPoint type="AS">3500</EndPoint>

</Link>
</object>

</action>
</changes>

Figure 6. Example XML description of a link
removal action

proach has some simulator specific parameters that
are encoded within a corresponding XML element
whose tag name uniquely identifies the simulator.
Within this section, parameters are always stored as
property/value pairs. Fig. 7 shows an example.

4.3 Returning Simulation Results

On completion of a simulation task the simulation man-
ager returns the simulation results and status information
to the global controller using a unified XML format reply
message (Fig. 8).

As the first item the reply contains the same message id
as the simulation request earlier received from the GC. This
enables the GC to identify the matching request message.



(a) “Topology Chooser” tab (b) A simulator specific dialog pops up

Figure 5. Screenshots of the “Topology Chooser”

<RTC-FSIM>
<Property name="Simulation time" value="150"/>
<Property name="Sampling interval value="0.1"/>

</RTC-FSIM>

Figure 7. Example XML description of simu-
lation specific parameters

<Simreply id=" Message ID">
<source> ns2 | interip | rtcfsim | tssim </source>
<comment> . . . Description. . . </comment>
<duration> . . . Processing time. . . </duration>
<status> ok | broken | running | canceled </status>
<results>

<subresult storage="extern" >
<comment> . . . Description. . . </comment>
<content> . . . Keywords. . .</content>
<url> . . . URL of results. . . </url>

</subresult>
<subresult storage="inline">

<comment> . . . Description. . . </comment>
<content> . . . Keywords. . . </content>
<data>

. . . Results as CDATA. . .
</data>

</subresult>
</results>

</Simreply>

Figure 8. Format of the simulator reply mes-
sage

It also includes some descriptive comment on the content
of the reply and indicates the duration and the status (e.g.
ok, broken, running, canceled) of the simulation. However,
the most important part of the reply is the results section,
which shows the actual outcome of the simulation. As the
simulators may produce several different types of results,
the results section can consist of several subresult sections,
each describing a certain measure (e.g. the time series of
bandwidth or delay). The subresults have their own de-
scriptive comment and identify the type of their content
(e.g. bandwidth, delay, jitter, etc.). The actual simulation
result data can either be included in the reply in-line, or it
can be stored in a separate file externally on an FTP, HTTP,
or other server. In the former case, the subresult section
includes a data section, which can contain the results in
a simulator specific format. In the latter case, the section
contains a URL pointing to the data file storing results in a
simulator specific format.

5 Visual Data Mining

The visualization component is a central unit within
the Intermon system. This unit has two components: the
topology visualization and the visual data mining (VDM)
unit. The topology visualization was designed to give a vi-
sual representation of topology data, e.g. the BGP topology
data coming from the InterRoute tool. This area is out of
the scope of this article. The other visual component, vi-
sual data mining, was created to interact with simulation
and measurement tools. It aims to provide an easy way
to present data sets from the simulation and measurement



tools. To support deeper data analysis the data mining unit
can be activated and individually changed on runtime.

To be independent from specific data of different tools
every tool has to provide an import filter, which transfers
proprietary data into a common VDM format. Visual data
mining algorithms are specified in a XML format. Writing
these algorithms by hand is very error prone, so a tool has
been developed to guide the user in the creation of these
XML descriptions in order to make customization easy.

5.1 Basic Pipelining Concept

The visual data mining pipeline concept is based on the
traditional visualization approach in [7, 8]. Its basic idea
is to divide the visualization into the three stages filtering,
mapping and rendering (see Fig. 9), a combination which
is often called a F-M-R pipeline.

Filtering Mapping Rendering

Network
Data

Viewer

Figure 9. FMR pipeline

Within the filtering stage, raw data from a database (or
directly from a data producer) is prepared for visualization.
The transfer of data to an appropriate 2D or 3D geometrical
object is performed by the mapping unit. In the rendering
unit, the visual model is displayed on the viewer’s screen.2

The reference model, based on Robertson and de Fer-
rari, is an enhancement of the traditional F-M-R pipeline
[9]. The main difference to the original model is the in-
tegration of a feedback loop, which is initiated by the
viewer and can influence the visualization pipeline at sev-
eral points to make the model more interactive.

5.2 Visual Data Mining Approach

Our Visual Data Mining (VDM) approach is based on
the above mentioned reference model by Robertson and de-
Ferrari. But to include the data mining aspect into the sys-
tem the filtering unit was exchanged by a full-blown data
mining module able to analyze the data in detail before it
is visualized (see Fig. 10). In order to have a configurable
and flexible data mining module the system was created
from building blocks. These building blocks, called “fil-
ters,” contain basic data mining algorithms that can be con-
nected together to form a more complex module.

Every pipeline starts with an import filter that converts
the data sets coming from the Intermon tools into a com-

2In most literature concerning visualization, the “viewer” is the oper-
ator who performs the visualization.

Raw
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Figure 10. Example VDM pipeline

mon VDM format, which is used throughout the VDM Sys-
tem.

In the example in Fig. 10 the data mining algorithm
splits the data into two branches aggregating the data sets
for router A and B, respectively. Then, a cross correlation
filter calculates the correlation between these two datasets
and maps the data to a line chart, which is rendered to a
picture.

5.3 Pipeline Generator

The pipeline generator is a tool capable of creating even
complex visual data mining algorithms. It can even be used
by people who are not experts in visualization and data
mining. The graphical user interface offers all available
building blocks and helps the user in the process of orga-
nizing them into visualization pipelines. Fig. 11 shows the
creation of the example pipeline described in Fig. 10.

Figure 11. Pipeline generator



6 Summary

In this paper we presented the modeling and simulation
framework and the visual data mining component of the
Intermon project, and their integration in its global mes-
saging architecture and GUI. Special focus was given to
the XML-based messaging scheme creating a unified inter-
face to four fundamentally different modeling and simula-
tion approaches with individual parameter sets and output
formats, both in the user GUI and towards the data mining
component. The distributed nature of the system creates
organizational an infrastructural challenges, which are ad-
dressed with a global control architecture using the Java
messaging system, and a VPN setup to enable and secure
communication between the distributed components.
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